
 

 

Potential Choices for FY19 Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination Task Force  

Work Program Items 

 

 Mapping of Outfalls:  NCTCOG staff will pursue the procurement of a consultant to 

perform outfall mapping for local governments that have not started on outfall mapping 

or do not have the resources to do so. This would be funded by the communities 

utilizing the services. NCTCOG would release a Request for Proposals, scoring would be 

performed by volunteer members from the IDDE Task Force, and NCTCOG would 

negotiate a contract with the winning consultant. Due to the time intensive nature of 

procurement and contract negotiation, this would be a two-year process. FY19 will be 

the procurement phase, and FY20 would be the year outfall mapping is performed.  

 

 IDDE Training Through TEEX: NCTCOG staff will bring the Texas Engineering Extension 

Service (TEEX) staff to Arlington to teach their two-day (16 hour) course “ENV214: 

Stormwater Permitting and Compliance” and/or their six-hour course “ENV247: 

Stormwater Industrial Activities Qualified Personnel Training.” Participation in the 

course will require a fee.  

 

 Basic/Advanced DWFS Training: NCTCOG staff will work with the IDDE Task Force to host 

Basic and Advanced DWFS Trainings, utilizing volunteers from the Task Force.  

 

 Education Materials for Automotive Businesses: This project would involve NCTCOG 

staff working with the IDDE and Public Education Task Force to develop an informative 

flyer, brochure, or DVD targeting businesses that provide vehicle maintenance services. 

This could include a “train the trainer” workshop for city staff to obtain the materials 

and knowledge that they need to educate automotive businesses on how to prevent 

illicit discharges and avoid ordinance violations. 

 

 Booklet on “Hot Spots”: This booklet would be produced by NCTCOG staff with guidance 

from the IDDE Task Force. It would cover how to identify and map hot spots, what to 

look for in a hot spot area and how to effectively monitor them (beyond general MSGP 

inspections), and address possible BMP and Code updates to handle these areas.  

 

 Request for Information and Survey on IDDE drone use: NCTCOG staff, with direction 

and guidance from the IDDE Task Force, would release a Request for Information and 

then a survey throughout the region/state and possibly out of state to see if and how 

communities are utilizing or considering utilizing drone technology for IDDE 

investigations. 


